Introduction. The problem of defining an operator/(^4)
when/is a function of a complex variable and A is an operator on a Banach space, and studying its dependence on /and A, has been approached in many different ways. E. Hille [8] has developed such a functional calculus by using Laplace integrals. The central idea is this: First one solves the problem for the functions of X given by eXl, t^O. That is, a meaning is attached to P' = eAt ior a class of operators A. Let/ be a function which is representable as /(X) = F(eXt), where F is some linear functional defined on a domain of functions of t, t^O. Then if a meaning can be attached to F(P') this is taken as the definition of f(A). In the case studied by Hille, F is a finite measure. Here we shall study the situation when F is a finite combination of measures and differentiations-a distribution in the sense of Laurent Schwartz [ll]('). The larger class of functions obtained in this way includes the square root function. An application is made to the problem of square roots in Banach algebras. We also study from the point of view of this functional calculus the semigroups Q' which R. S. Phillips [10] obtained from a given semigroup P' by integrating with respect to a convolution semigroup of probability measures on [0, co). If the transformations P' are associated with a Markoff process then the Q' are associated with another Markoff process which is subordinate to the original process in the sense of Bochner [3] . We obtain a characterization of the sample functions of the subordinate process in terms of the original process. This is exemplified in the case of the Markoff processes associated with the stable distribution functions (cf.
[2] and [6] ), particularly the Cauchy process, which are subordinate to the Brownian motion process.
A space of functionals and their Laplace transforms. Let p be a positive measurable function of /, 0^/<oo, such that p(t+s) ^p(t)p(s).
In the applications, p will be of the form />(<)= ||P'|| for some semigroup of operators PK We shall assume that w0 is such that for each co>w0 there is an M for which (1) p(t) g Me"', 0 ^ t < oo.
Let Cn(p) be the vector space of functions 0 on [0, ») with re continuous derivatives on [0, oo) such that |0CO(<)| ^Cp(t) lor some Cand i = 0, • • ■ , n. Let %n(p) be the space of all linear functionals Fon C"(p) of the form
where the ju, are complex measuressuch that JoP(l)d\pi\ (t) < oo, i = 0, ■ ■ -,n.
That is (3) F(d>) = 2 r^(t)dpi(t).
i=0 J 0
Notice that the /t< need not be uniquely determined. If Jop(t)d\p\ (()<», then the functional p.(<p) = fo<p(t)dp.(t) is in ^(P)-The spaces %n(p) form an increasing sequence. We denote their union by %(p).
A special case is that in which p(t) = 1, 0=^<oo.
In the terminology of L. Schwartz [ll, Chapter VI], 3(1) is the subset of the space of distributions in £)£i having support on the right half axis. This follows from [ll, Chapter VI, Theorem XXV]. However, this fact will not be used in the following.
If F is in %n(p) and G is in %m(p) then 77 defined by (4) 770) = Fs(Gt(4>(l + s))), <p E C»+™(p) (where a subscript on the symbol for a functional indicates that the integration in (3) is with respect to that variable) is readily seen to be in %n+m(p).
In fact, if F=Yl"-oPi(di/dti), G = X™-o "'/0*'/'dt'), then it is easily verified that 77= ^2kto Pk(dk/dtk), where pk= ^i+j-k p-i*Vj. Here p*v, the convolution of pt and v, denotes the measure such that f(u)dp*v(u) = I J f(t + s)du(t)dv(s).
The functional 77 is called the convolution of T7 and G, H=F*G. Thus g(£)
is closed under convolution.
If F is in %(p) we call
the Laplace transform of F. The definition (5) will be more convenient than the usual one in which X is replaced by -X. By (1) and (2), F is holomorphic in Re(X) <co0. The class of Laplace transforms of functionals in %(p) will be called %(p). Since %(p) is closed under convolution, %(p) is closed under multiplication, since (F*G)~(\) = Fs(Gt(e^'+°>)) = Fs(e^(Gt(e")) = F,(*•)&(*') = F(\)<3(X).
Notice also that by (2), (6) f(\) = i: fwdmit) = J2\%(\). 3. Strongly continuous semigroups and their infinitesimal generators. By a strongly continuous semigroup we shall mean a family of bounded operators P', 0^t< oo, on a Banach space £ such that pip>=pi+>t P° = l, and P'x->x as /-->0 for all x in £. The infinitesimal generator A of P' is the operator defined by Ax = lim t~x(P'x -x) *->o on the domain D(A) of all x for which the limit exists. We recall the following facts from the theory of semigroups (proofs are in [8] 
The operator A is closed and densely defined. (8) and all strong integrals appearing in this paper are Bochner integrals, as in [8] .) The domain D(An) of An is dense for all n and dn (9) -P'x = PlAnx = AnPlx, x E D(An). This is independent of the choice of the pt, since for all y in the dual space H* we have by (9) that
so that/(^4)x, xED(An), depends only on F. Since we showed at the end of §2 that F is uniquely determined by its Laplace transform /, f(A)x is well-defined for all xED(An).
We want to show that f(A) on D(An) has a closure. Now choose X in the resolvent set of A, so that (A -X)-1 is a bounded operator defined on all of H. Let x, be in the domain of C with x-»0, Cx-->x. We wish to show that x = 0. Since C'Xj -> x and (A -X)~n is bounded,
bounded. Since x->0, (A -X)-nC'xj->0, and 0 = (A -\)~nx. Therefore 0 = (A -\)n(A -X)_"x = x. It follows by linearity that if x->y, x/-»y, Cxy->z, Cxj->z' then 2 = 2', so that we may define Cy = z whenever Xj->y and Cxy->2, obtaining a well-defined closed extension C of C.
In the case under consideration, we may define BiX=foP'xdpi(t) so that by (10) and (9) and (fg)(A) is the closure of f(A)g(A).
Proof. Let/=F be in %m(p), g = G be in %n(p), and let£ = m + w. Let x be
Now let x be an arbitrary element in the domain of
E(fg)(A). By Lemma 2, (fg)(A) is the closure of f(A)g(A).
The closure of the sum (product) of two closed operators is called the strong sum (product). Thus Lemma 3 states that the map/->f(A) is a homomorphism, provided the algebraic operations on the/(^4) are understood in the strong sense. The following theorem summarizes the results of this section.
Theorem
1. If A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup P', p(t) = ||P'||, then there is a homomorphism f->f(A) from the algebra %(p) generated by the polynomials and the Laplace transforms of measures u such that fop(t)d\ pt\ (t) < <*> to an algebra of closed, densely defined operators, the algebraic operations being understood in the sense of strong sums and products. Iffis the Laplace transform of a functional F given by (2) Proof. This follows from (10).
5. Fractional differentiation and powers of X. The operation of taking the fractional derivative of order a is a functional of the type we are considering (see Schwartz [ll] ). This has Laplace transform X" so that under appropriate restrictions on ||P'|| our functional calculus enables us to form A". = -(-l)-«F(\), is in P(p). 6 . Square roots in Banach algebras. Let SI be a Banach algebra with unit,
x an element of 31 with spectrum contained in the unit circle. If the spectrum of x is contained in the interior of the unit circle, it is shown by means of Cauchy's integral that 1-x has a square root in 21 (see [9] ). If ||x|| ^1, the power series 2Z"_0 ( -l)"Ci/2,"x" converges absolutely, and so 1-x has a square root in 31. By using Laplace integrals we may prove a slightly stronger result. where 7^0 and m is a positive measure such that m(e, oo) < co and fgtdm(t) < oo for all e>0. As in §5, this integral may be split into two and integration by parts applied to the first one, so that F is in §(!)• Or we may appeal to of a probability measure p' for each t^O. A proof of this statement is contained in a paper by R. S. Phillips [10] . The measures p' form a semigroup under convolution and p'(i, oo)-»0 as t->0 ior all e>0.
Let P' be a strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach space X with infinitesimal generator A, such that ||P'|| gl, and let (16) Q'x = I P"xdp'(u), xE%. generator of QK If £ is a partially ordered Banach space and P1 is order preserving, then so is Q' given by (16). We shall examine this situation in more detail for the case of transformations associated with certain Markoff processes.
8. The sample functions of subordinate Markoff processes. We shall need a simple extension of the concept of the Cartesian product of two measure spaces. We will develop it only for probability spaces, although the construction is valid in more general cases.
We recall that a probability space (&, S, Pr) is a set Q with a class S of subsets, called measurable subsets, which is a Boolean algebra closed under the formation of countable unions and intersections, and a positive measure Pr such that Pr(ft) = l. Definition. Let (fl, S, Pr) and (ft', S', Pr') be two probability spaces. By their left product is meant the triple (ftX^', S-S', Pr-Pr') where S-S' consists of all subsets Cof QX 12'such that for each w'Gfi', C"'={co: (w, co')GC} is in S and Pr(C"') is a measurable function of co' (i.e., for each real Borel set B, {co':Pr(C"')G5}GcS'), and (19) Pr-Pr' (C) = f Pr(C»')c7Pr'(co').
J Si' [July We will sometimes write 12 12' as an abbreviation for the triple (12 X12', SS', Pr-Pr'). Theorem 4. The left product of two probability spaces (12, S, Pr) and (12', S', Pr') is a probability space. If f^O is measurable with respect to S-S' then (20) f /(«,&/)<*Pr-Pr7 («,«') = f ( f/(«>«')<* Pr(co))dPr'(»').
If (12X12', SXS', PrXPr') is the ordinary Cartesian product of the two spaces, as in [7] , then SXS'CS-S' and Pr-Pr' is an extension of PrXPr'.
Proof. SS' is closed under countable unions, since if C"£SS', (U» Cn)"' = U" CZ. Similarly, S-S' is closed under complementation, since (cC)u = {co: (o),u')EC} =c(C"'). Let Cn he a disjoint sequence of sets in S-S'. Then
Pr-Pr'(U.C») = f Pr(UnC")"'ciPr(co') = f Pr(U»(£')<*Pr(«')
= £PrPr'(CB), ti so that Pr-Pr' is a countably additive measure. Clearly it is positive and Pr-Pr'(12Xl2') = l.
To prove (20), note that it holds by (19) whenever/ is the characteristic function of a measurable set C in S-S'. The set of/ for which (20) and by recursion /*(«, w') = 2~i'xl(u,u'):2-J:s/(u),a1')-2r.o/r(a.,o)')|.
Then/(w, co') = E*"-o/*(«. «') for a11 (w-w'), and so (20) hold for/ If FGS, FGS' then EXF is obviously in S-S', so that SXS'CS-S'. Also, Pr-Pr' (EXF) is by definition Pr(£)Pr'(F) = PrXPr'(£XF), so that Pr-Pr'
is an extension of PrXPr'. This concludes the proof. Definition.
By a Markoff process (with parameter set [0, oo)) on a measurable space X, 01 we shall mean a family of X-valued measurable func-tions £,, 0 = <<oo, on a probability space (12, S, Pr) (i.e., for each P£(R, {co: if<(co)GF} G §) such that whenever h<
The notation in (21) for conditional probabilities is that of [4] . By a (stationary stochastic) transition function on X, we shall mean a function £'(x, F) defined for 0^t< oo, xG^, FG& such that for each / and x, £'(x, •) is a probability measure on X, lor each F, p'(x, F) is a measurable function of (t, x), and such that (22) p'+>(x, F) = J p'(y, F)p'(x, dy) for all t, s, x, F; where p"(x, dy) denotes the differential dp'(x, -)(y) of the measure p3(x, ■). By a measurable function of (/, x) we mean a function on [0, oo)XX which is measurable with respect to the o--ring (BXtft, where 03 consists of the Borel sets on [0, oo). We shall say that the Markoff process £, has p'(x, F) as its transition function in case for all PG<R> (23) Pr[f(GF|?,}M=r,&W.f)a-e., s < I.
We shall call the probability measure v on X the initial measure in case (24) Pr({«:fcWGf}) = v(F).
Let the p.', 0=^< oo, be a convolution semigroup of probability measures on [0, oo), as in §7. Let (25) r'(x,B) = p'({y.x + yEB}).
Then r'(x, B) is a transition function on [0, oo). It follows from Kolmogoroff'? theorem (see [4] ) that there is a probability space (£2', S', Pr') and a Markoff Theorem 5. Let the %t, 0 =^ < oo, defined on the probability space (Q,, S, Pr) be a Markoff process on the measurable space X, 61 with transition function p'(x, F) and initial measure v. Let p.', (12', S', Pr'), rt, h be as in the above paragraph. Then the X-valued functions (26) .,,(«, co') = $T(("o(«), 0 = / < 00 defined on the left product space (12X12', S-S', Pr-Pr') are a Markoff process with initial measure v and transition function /% 00 (27) q'(x, F) = I p»(x, F)dp'(u).
Jo [July Proof. For each t, r\t is a measurable function with respect to SS'. For if F is in (R and C = {(co, co'): n,(w, co') 6 F} then for each co', C' = {w: ^r,(o.')(w)GF} is in S. Now 0(w) =fpu(x, F)dv(x) is a Borel-measurable function of u since £"(x, F) is a measurable function of (u, x) with respect to the cr-ring generated by products of Borel sets in [0, =o) and sets in (R. Hence the composite function Pr(C"') = 0(r*(co')) is a measurable function of co', and so nt is "left measurable";
i.e., measurable with respect to SS'. Let us remark that if I ^ s then (28) Tt(u') ^ r,(u') a.e. which is equal a.e. to /% co (30) p«~r,n<-">(nt"(0>, u'),F)r'-'»(rln(u'),du).
Jo
Here we have used the fact that for a Markoff process rt with transition function r', if / is a measurable function and h < ■ ■ ■ < tn < t then E \f(Tt) | Th, ■ ■ ■ , r,"J(co')=//(w)r,-'»(Tin(co'), du) a.e. This follows from (23) applied to the t, process. In this case/(w) =pu~T'n(-°'')(r]tn(o}, co'), F). Now (30) may be written as /^"(^(co, w'), F)dp'-'"(v]) =q'-'"(r)t"(u, co'), F) by (25) and (27) . That is, Pr-Pi'lu, EF\vh, • • • > ill., t<u • • • , r("}(co, co') = q'-H-nd", «'), F)
a.e. Since the right hand side is measurable with respect to the subring generated by 7j(" alone we have a fortiori that Pr-Pr' {??«GF|?7(l, ■ • • , ntn] (co,co') = g,_i"(?;,n(co, co'), F) a.e. so that by definition (23) the r\t are a Markoff process with transition function q'. Finally, Pr-Pr'({(co, co'): 170(a), co')GF}) = Pr-Pr'({ (co, co'): ^o(co)GFJ) since r0(co')=0 for a.e. u' (the rt process has initial measure 5). But Pr • Pr'( {(co, co'): |0(co) GF}) = v(F), so that the Markoff process r\t has initial measure v. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
As an example, consider the operator A=d2/dx2. Taken on the proper domain in £ = LP(P), 1 ^p< oo, or £ = C(R), (where R =(-oo, oo)) this is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous semigroup /OO J -e-^y^Hf(y)dy.
-(4tt01/2
Then £((x, F)=P'xf(x) is a transition function. Let £(, 0=^< oo, defined on (12, S, Pr) be a Markoff process with this transition function. It is shown in [4] that the §* can be chosen so that for all co in 12, £((co) is a continuous function of /. This is called the Brownian motion or Wiener process. By Theorem 2 and the discussion of §7, -(d2/dx2)a, for 0<a<l, is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup Q' =foPudpl (u) for some convolution semigroup of probability measures u' on [0, oo). The function q'(x, F)=Q'xf(x)
is again a transition function with an associated Markoff process. These facts were discovered by S. Bochner [2] . Our results show that this is not a property peculiar to Brownian motion or the real line. Furthermore, if the rt are the random variables of a Markoff process associated with the p.1, then by Theorem 5 the £T( are the random variables of a Markoff process with transition functions q'(x, F). That is, if we do not look at the sample functions £<(co) of Brownian motion for all values of t but only at certain stochastically determined values r,(co') of the time parameter, we obtain the sample functions of the new process.
For a = 1/2 we obtain the transition function This may be verified by looking at the Fourier transforms of the two functions involved; cf. [6] . By Theorem 5, there is a Markoff process rt on [0, oo) such that the Cauchy process with transition function (32) has sample functions £Tl, where the £, are the Wiener process. The fact that the Cauchy distribution in (32) and the Poisson kernel for Dirichlet's problem in a half plane are identical leads to an interesting interpretation of the rt. They are the first passage times of the Wiener process. Theorem 6. Let £, on (12, S, Pr) and £/ on (12', S', Pr'), 0^t< oo, both be Wiener processes with initial measure h (mass 1 concentrated at 0). Let the £/ (co') be such that for all co', £,' (co') is a continuous function of t (as in [4] ). 
